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A B S T R A C T   

Weed and crop segmentation is becoming an increasingly integral part of precision farming that leverages the 
current computer vision and deep learning technologies. Research has been extensively carried out based on 
images captured with a camera from various platforms. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and ground-based 
vehicles including agricultural robots are the two popular platforms for data collection in fields. They all 
contribute to site-specific weed management (SSWM) to maintain crop yield. Currently, the data from these two 
platforms is processed separately, though sharing the same semantic objects (weed and crop). In our paper, we 
have proposed a novel method with a new deep learning-based model and the enhanced data augmentation 
pipeline to train field images alone and subsequently predict both field images and UAV images for weed seg-
mentation and mapping. The network learning process is visualized by feature maps at shallow and deep layers. 
The results show that the mean intersection of union (IOU) values of the segmentation for the crop (maize), 
weeds, and soil background in the developed model for the field dataset are 0.744, 0.577, 0.979, respectively, 
and the performance of aerial images from an UAV with the same model, the IOU values of the segmentation for 
the crop (maize), weeds and soil background are 0.596, 0.407, and 0.875, respectively. To estimate the effect on 
the use of plant protection agents, we quantify the relationship between herbicide spraying saving rate and grid 
size (spraying resolution) based on the predicted weed map. The spraying saving rate is up to 90 % when the 
spraying resolution is at 1.78 × 1.78 cm2. The study shows that the developed deep convolutional neural network 
could be used to classify weeds from both field and aerial images and delivers satisfactory results. To achieve this 
performance, it is crucial to perform preprocessing techniques that reduce dataset differences between two 
distinct domains.   

1. Introduction 

Weeds generally emerge in natural fields. They cause a tremendous 
loss in crop yield and quality (Oerke, 2006). To sustain an increasing 
worldwide population with sufficient crop production with limited land 

resources, new smart farming approaches are highly needed to increase 
yield while minimizing environmental impacts. Precision crop farming 
(PCF) is a whole-farm management approach using information tech-
nology, satellite position data, remote and proximal sensing data com-
bined in smart decision tools, and precision application techniques. The 
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main objective of PCF for weeding is to allocate the right doses of input 
at the right time and in the right position for improving crop perfor-
mance and environmental sustainability (Zhang et al., 2002). 

Conventional weed managements rely on whole-field management 
(Shaw, 2005) without considering spatial differences in weed distribu-
tion. Site-specific weed management (SSWM), a subfield of PCF, refers 
to the spatially variable application of a weed management strategy 
without spraying chemicals uniformly (Burgos-artizzu et al., 2011). It 
allows appropriate use of chemicals and thereby potential reduction of 
adverse impacts to the environments. However, one of the main chal-
lenges to achieve SSWM is developing a reliable and accurate weed 
recognition system under unstructured environments such as field 
conditions. To address this challenge, a few studies have been attemp-
ted, mainly using computer vision with RGB images (Gao et al., 2020), 
multispectral and hyperspectral images (Gao, Nuyttens, et al., 2018; 
Lauwers et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2019), and spectroscopy in visible and 
near-infrared regions (Shapira et al., 2013). In addition, machine 
learning has become an increasingly popular approach for precise real- 
time weed and crop detection in fields (Wang et al., 2019). A typical 
processing procedure based on machine learning includes pre- 
processing, feature extraction, classification or recognition. While this 
learning-based approach has made further improvements for weed 
recognition compared to a system developed only based on image pro-
cessing, its effectiveness highly relies on robust feature extraction which 
requires careful hand-crafted designs and significant domain expertise. 
By contrast, deep learning, a subfield of machine learning, enables hi-
erarchical learning features and discovering potential complex patterns 
automatically from large datasets (LeCun et al., 2015). It has shown 
impressive advancements in solving various complex problems. In the 
agricultural domain, deep learning is also a promising technique with 
growing popularity. Kamilaris and Prenafeta-Boldú (2018) carried out a 
survey about deep learning in agricultural applications. It indicates that 
deep learning provides higher accuracy, outperforming typically ma-
chine learning techniques, in weed detection(Gao, 2020; Gao et al., 
2020; Milioto et al., 2017), crop disease recognition (Gao et al., 2021; 
Van De Vijver et al., 2020, 2022) and plant stress phenotyping (Singh 
et al., 2018). 

Generally, weed recognition with deep learning can be categorized 
into two groups: ground-based and aerial remote or proximal sensing. 
Satellite imagery could be utilized for monitoring weed invasion at a 
large scale, but it is difficult to map weed individuals due to low spatial 
resolution (Peerbhay et al., 2016). In terms of ground-based systems, 
Wang et al., (2007) developed a real-time, embedded weed detection 
system based on a tractor platform with an integrated sprayer. 
Furthermore, mobile robots have become widely utilized for in-field 
scenarios to perform difficult tasks while maintaining high-level accu-
racy and robustness (Emmi & Gonzalez-de-Santos, 2017). The use of 
ground-based autonomous robots can decrease the human labour input 
required for weed management. Typically, a vision-based system in 
combination with deep learning is one of the main components in field 
robots (Bawden et al., 2017; Lottes et al., 2018). A field robotic platform 
is also commonly used to collect images, providing a large number of 
datasets for deep learning research. Recently, unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAVs) are becoming an increasingly popular tool for various remote 
sensing applications. Compared to ground-based robotic platforms, 
UAVs have been considered more efficient as they allow fast data 
acquisition with relatively high resolution and low cost (Torres-Sánchez 
et al., 2015). Perez-Ortiz et al., (2016) discussed patterns and features 
for inter- and intra-row weed mapping using UAV imagery. Gao, Liao, 
et al. (2018) fused pixel- and object-based features from aerial images 
with a random forest classifier for weed mapping in a maize field. 
Furthermore, Dian Bah et al., (2018) explored unsupervised data 
labelling obtained from inter-row weeds for weed mapping on drone- 
based aerial images. In addition, an end-to-end semantic weed map-
ping framework was developed based on aerial multispectral images and 
deep learning (Sa, Chen, et al., 2018; Sa, Popović, et al., 2018). 

Ground-based images can be collected with a ground-based vehicle. 
The collected images are typically used for developing weed recognition 
systems in ground-based platforms such as autonomous weeding robots 
and spot spraying tractors. UAVs enable mapping weeds with a global 
view based on orthophotos generated from collected overlapping im-
ages. Data from these two platforms (UAV-based, ground-based) is 
typically processed independently for weed detection. This is because 
the two data sources have their characteristics in terms of resolution and 
scale. For example, the training samples (tiles or regions) for aerial weed 
mapping with deep learning, are usually randomly cropped from an 
orthomosaic map generated by aligning overlapped aerial images. They 
are typically in low resolution with blurry object boundaries, or they 
might have artifacts from the process of image alignment to produce 
orthomosaic imagery. By contrast, samples for field weed detection are 
captured in a closer overhead view, and therefore are having a higher 
image resolution. The resolution difference also impacts the process of 
annotation for training networks. The annotation of the cropped small 
tiles (low-resolution) usually consumes more time and is error-prone 
compared to ground-based proximal images (high-resolution) due to 
spatial resolution differences. 

Despite of sharing a same task for weed detection, these differences 
bring the challenge of developing and training one network architecture 
to achieve a satisfactory performance in the two domains (field and 
aerial images). Bridging the domain gap from ground-based images to 
aerial images for weed mapping is crucial for exploiting two different 
datasets, transferring knowledge learned between the two similar tasks. 
To the best of our knowledge, no specific studies have attempted to 
connect or utilise these two different datasets for weed mapping. 

In this study, we proposed a pipeline to pre-process field images in 
order to develop an effective deep convolutional neural network with a 
weighted loss function for weed and crop semantic segmentation in 
precision farming. Specifically, our model was developed based on field 
images alone and then applied to predict unseen tiles from the ortho-
mosaic imagery with larger mapping areas but at lower spatial resolu-
tion. Then the weed map was generated from the tile predictions. 
Furthermore, different models were compared, and the optimal class 
weight was determined for weed and crop segmentation. Moreover, 
feature maps from different layers in the developed model were dis-
played for its accountability and interpretability. 

The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows:  

(1) It bridges the gap between using ground-based field images (high- 
resolution data) and UAV images (low-resolution data) for weed 
and crop semantic segmentation which has not been fully 
exploited so far. This cross-domain learning allows for the gen-
eration of weed maps with UAV-based remote sensing data by 
using different source datasets for prediction performance by 
bootstrapping.  

(2) It develops a deep convolution neural network that integrates a 
custom image pre-processing pipeline to remedy the influence of 
the differences between the two domains for predictions.  

(3) It systematically investigates and determines the relationships 
between the grid size (spraying resolution) based on the pre-
dicted weed map and herbicide spraying saving rate for the site- 
specific weed management (SSWM).  

(4) It provides a comprehensive analysis to discuss what features 
were learned by the model based on layer-wise visualization. This 
analysis contributes to the development of deep learning and 
remote sensing in precision farming tasks. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Field image collection 

The field images were manually collected with a visual camera 
(Nikon D7200) under different lighting conditions from two maize fields 
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near Ghent and two maize fields near Merelbeke in Belgium in 2018. The 
growth stages of maize plants range from 2 unfolded leaves to 5 
unfolded leaves. The distance between the camera and the ground was 
around 1 m which is not strictly fixed in order to create more variations 
in the images. Multiple weed species were found in these fields. In our 
study, we only classified three classes (weed, maize, soil) regardless of 
different weed species. More than 10,000 images (48G) were randomly 
collected during the early growth stages of maize crop in these four 
maize fields. 

2.2. UAV-based image collection 

The UAV-based image data was collected at the experimental fields 
of the Flanders Research Institute for Agricultural, Fisheries, and Food 
Research (ILVO) in the agricultural region of Merelbeke, East-Flanders 
Province, Belgium in 2016. Several weed species like bindweeds 
(Convolvulus), lamb’s quarters (Chenopodium album) and crabgrass 
(Digitaria sanguinalis) species were naturally infested in the field plots. A 
12 coaxial rotors UAV (Hydra-12 Onyxstar, Mikrokopter, Germany), 
equipped with a lightweight visual camera (Sony Alpha 6000, Sony, 
Japan), was employed to collect aerial imagery at an altitude of 20 m 
above ground. The details of the field experiments and imaging pa-
rameters can be seen in Gao et al., (2018a). The two cameras’ technical 
specifications and parameter settings are listed in Table 1. The UAV flew 
over the maize experimental field every week from the emergency of 
maize plants until the maize canopy covered the crop rows. The maize 
growth stage of UAV data in this study is 3–4 unfolded leaves, similar as 
field imagery Fig. 1. 

2.3. Overall workflow 

Fig. 2 depicts the entire pipeline implemented in this paper. There 
are two main components in the pipeline. One is training the network 
using field images alone, and then the pre-trained model is used to 
predict both field images and orthomosaic images. For the training 
dataset, we did not directly use original field images (6000*4000) 
because of the processing difficulties associated with memory manage-
ment in available GPUs. We instead first resized original images and 
then randomly cropped image tiles (512*512) from the resized images 
(1200*800). There are 5000 field image tiles (512*512) in total which 
were used to train the deep convolutional neural network. For the 
validation dataset, 621 field images were used. After the network was 
trained, not only its performance was evaluated in the field test dataset, 
but also its generalizability was validated by directly testing UAV-based 
imagery which had never been seen before by the network. In terms of 
orthomosaic image generation, the Agisoft PhotoScan v1.2.3 (Agisoft 
LLC, St. Petersburg, Russia) software was employed. The steps to process 
aerial images in Agrisoft PhotoScan include image alignment, dense 
cloud building, 3D mesh building, texture building, digital elevation 
model building and finally orthomosaic photo generation (blending 
mode). We set high accuracy and 4000 key points limited for image 
alignment (Gao, Liao, et al., 2018). The other parameters were set by 
default in PhotoScan. 

It is critical to apply the pre-processing for field images to close the 
gap between field images and aerial images to the utmost. The two types 

of datasets share the same object classes (soil, crop, weed), but they 
represent the main differences in object scales, resolution. Intuitively, 
one straightforward approach is to downsample (from Fig. 3(a) to Fig. 3 
(c)) and then apply image enhancement using the convertScaleAbs 
(alpha = 1.3, beta = 50, in Fig. 3(d)) and the Gaussian smoothing with a 
7x7 kernel functions in Opencv. In addition, in the thread of aerial im-
agery, the orthomosaic imagery was cropped into small patches with a 
16x16 cutting grid. Then the small patches were resized to 512x512. The 
resized images were enhanced with the Gamma correction (power law 
transform, gamma = 0.8. in Fig. 3(i)). All these operations were done 
before the images were fed into networks for training. 

Regarding the post processing to refine the predictions from the 
models, we have employed a Conditional Random Field (CRF). A step- 
by-step explanation of how CRFs are applied to the segmentation re-
sults is described in Section 2.6. 

2.4. Encoder-decoder network architecture for semantic segmentation 

Fully convolutional networks (FCN) are suitable for field and remote 
sensing imagery and have demonstrated promising results in the studies 
for semantic segmentation of very high-resolution UAV imagery (Huang 
et al., 2019; Sa, Chen, et al., 2018). FCN models, such as FCN32s, FCN- 
16s and FCN-8s (Long et al., 2015), DeconvNet (Noh et al., 2015), and 
SegNet (Badrinarayanan et al., 2017), generally have an encoder- 
decoder network architecture. The encoder comprises a series of con-
volutional operations, activation and pooling operations. Semantic 
features from low-level to high-level could be extracted at the end of the 
encoder process. Because of pooling layers, the spatial resolution of the 
encoder output is smaller than the original input images. By contrast, the 
decoder part upsamples the features learned from the encoder part and 
generates the final prediction results with the same spatial size as the 
original input images. The upsampling layers, such as deconvolution 
layer, in the decoder are also capable of learning mapping from feature 
maps to semantic segmentation results. The proposed network, illus-
trated in Fig. 4, also has the encoder-decoder symmetric architecture.1 

There are 39 layers in total with 29 convolutional layers (14 for encode 
part, 15 for decode part), 5 max pooling layers and 5 upsampling layers. 
Each convolutional layer (1–28) is followed by batch normalization and 
rectified linear unit (ReLu) activation operations. The last convolutional 
layer, however, employs “Softmax” as activation function. The size of all 
the kernels in the convolutional layers is 3 × 3. The indices (the location 
of the maximum feature value in every max pooling operation) are 
recorded during the max pooling (2 × 2) layers and then are passed to 
the corresponding upsampling layers (2 × 2), which is similar to SegNet 
(Badrinarayanan et al., 2017). In this way, substantial spatial informa-
tion is saved for more accurate object boundary prediction. Further-
more, we use skip connections to concatenate former layers together 
with upsampling layers in the decoder part. This could fuse the fine- 
grained features from former layers, which is different from the Seg-
Net using sum operations instead. There are 42,037,391 parameters in 
total with 42,018,441 trainable parameters and 18,950 non-trainable 
parameters. The number of parameters is higher than the other net-
works (FCNs, UNet and SegNet). The data augmentation was used and 
the loss values in the training and validation datasets were monitored to 
determine the timing to stop training further for preventing the risk of 
overfitting. 

2.5. Weighted loss 

Designing the loss function is key for training a robust and high- 
performance network. The most commonly used loss function for se-
mantic segmentation is pixel-wise cross-entropy loss. In our study, the 

Table 1 
Camera types and settings in two experiments.   

Ground-based monitoring UAV-based monitoring 

Camera Nikon D7200 Sony Alpha 6000 
Resolution 6000 × 4000 pixels 6000 × 4000 pixels 
Lens type AF-S-NIKKOR 18–140 mm Sony E 35 mm F 1.8 OSS 
Shutter time 1/800 s 1/2000 s 
ISO 1600 320 
GSD ___ 1.78 mm/pixel  

1 https://github.com/JunfengGaolab/weed-mapping-with-cross-domain-lear 
ning-/tree/master. 
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frequency of appearance for each class (weed, maize and soil back-
ground) is heavily imbalanced. Generally, the number of soil back-
ground pixels is far more than pixels of crop and weed in field images at 
early growth stages of the crop. Just using the standard loss function 
without adaption would make a deep neural network model tend to only 
correctly classify dominant class pixels (soil background), ignoring the 
importance of weed and crop pixels. In order to draw the same attention 
in different classes for network training, a weighted loss function was 
finally used in the training process. 

L = −
1
N
∑N

i=1

∑C

c=1
Wc*yo,clogpo,c (1)  

where N is the number of observations, C is the number of classes (weed, 
crop and soil), Wc is the weight for class c, y is the binary indicator (0 or 
1) if class label is corrected classified for observation o, p is predicted 
probability observation o being of class c. we quantified the weights for 
each class by the following calculation. 

Fig. 1. Field and UAV experiments data collection location.  

Fig. 2. The diagram of this study. The network was trained with field images alone and predicted both field images and cropped aerial images to map weeds in fields.  
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Wc = log
max(Pi, i ∈ {1,⋯C})

Pc
(2)  

where Pc is the number of pixels belonging to class c. Based on the sta-
tistics of pixels in the training dataset, the weights for weed, crop and 
soil background classes are 2.5, 1.5, and 1, respectively. 

2.6. Post-processing with fully connected conditional random fields 
(CRFs) 

CRF has traditionally been used to smooth noisy segmentation edges 
(Kohli et al., 2009), typically coupling nodes in the neighborhood fa-
voring the same label assignment to spatially proximal pixels. However, 
these short-range of CRFs is to process the spurious segmentation results 

Fig. 3. Visualization of the proposed preprocessings to reduce differences between the two datasets.  

Fig. 4. The developed encoder and decoder based neural network architecture.  
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of weak classifiers built on top of local hand-crafted features (L.-C. Chen 
et al., 2018). In order to overcome this limitation, fully connected CRFs 
are designed to connect to a deep convolutional neural network. By 
combining single pixel prediction and shared structure through unary 
and pairwise terms, the fully connected CRFs establish pairwise poten-
tial on all pairs of pixels in an image (Krähenbühl & Koltun, 2011). The 
energy function for a model is 

E(x) =
∑

i
θi(xi)+

∑

ij
θij
(
xi, xj

)
(3)  

Where x stands for label assignment for each pixel, θi(xi) represents 
pixel-wise unary likelihood which equal to − logP(xi) where P(xi) is label 
assignment probability at pixel i calculated by the model. θij

(
xi, xj

)
is the 

unary potential, given in below. 
Efficient interference is obtained by establishing pairwise potential 

while employing a fully connected graph such as connecting all pairs of 
image pixels i, j. A linear combination of Gaussian kernels can be used to 
qualify the pairwise edge potential (Krähenbühl & Koltun, 2011). 

θi,j
(
xi, xj

)
= μ

(
xi, xj

)
[

w1exp

(
−
⃒
⃒pi − pj

⃒
⃒2

2σ2
α

−

⃒
⃒qi − qj

⃒
⃒2

2σ2
β

)

+w2exp

(
−
⃒
⃒pi − pj

⃒
⃒2

2σ2
ρ

)]

(4)  

μ
(
xi, xj

)
=

{
1if xi ∕= xj
0otherwise  

where μ is a label compatibility function and the remaining expression is 
a Gaussian kernel depending on the feature extracted from pixels i and j, 
and is weighted by w1,w2. The kernel can be divided into two compo-
nents. The first bilateral term is called appearance kernel and depends 
on both pixel positions denoted as p and RGB colour denoted as q. This 
term could convert pixels with similar colour and position to have the 
same labels. The second kernel called the smooth kernel only depends on 
pixel positions, removing small isolated pixels or regions. The scales of 
Gaussian kernels are defined by σα,σβ,σρ. Parameters σα, σβ control the 
degree of nearness and similarity (Shotton et al., 2009). 

2.7. Evaluation metrics 

Two common metrics, mean pixel accuracy and mean intersection 
over union (mean IoU), are used to evaluate pixel-wise semantic seg-
mentation (Thoma, 2016). Mean pixel accuracy provides information 
about the overall effectiveness of the classifier. It is the ratio of the 
correctly predicted pixel numbers to the total pixel numbers in the entire 
dataset. Mean pixel accuracy is also called overall accuracy (OA). Mean 
IoU, also called Jaccard similarity coefficient, compares the similarity 
and diversity of the complete sample set. The two metrics are defined in 
the following Equations. 

OA =
1
m
∑m

i=1

nii

ti
(5)  

mIoU =
1
m
∑m

i=1

nii

ti +
∑m

j=1nji − nii
(6)  

where ti is the total number of pixels of class i in the ground truth image, 
nji is the number of pixels of class j predicted as belonging to class i and m 
is the total number of classes. 

2.8. Method implementation 

Data augmentation was employed in the training dataset at the stage 
of network training. All networks were implemented using the Tensor-
flow framework and were trained with four NVIDIA Tesla P100-SXM2 

GPU (16 GB memory). The network was trained with the Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma & Ba, 2015) using the initial learning rate of 0.005. In 
order to achieve the optimal converged point, the learning rate was 
dropped by 0.1 to maintain further learning once the loss value stays the 
same in 10 consecutive batches. The exponential decay rates for the first- 
and second-moment estimates were set as 0.9 and 0.999, respectively. 
The batch size was set as 24 and the number of epochs was 300. All the 
models in this paper were fine-tuned based on initial weights of VGG16 
model trained in ImageNet dataset and same hyperparameters. 

3. Results 

3.1. Field-to-field prediction 

In our experiment, three types of semantic classes (soil, weed, and 
maize) were investigated with the deep neural network-based pixel-wise 
classifications. Table 2 presents the detailed metrics of the three classes 
and the overall performances of the deep neural networks. In the FCN 
network family, we can see the FCN-8 s (OA = 0.797, mIOU = 0.736) 
provided better predictions compared to FCN-16 s (OA = 0.768, mIOU 
= 0.704) and FCN-32 s (OA = 0.749, mIOU = 0.680), indicating that 
increasing the number of upsampling or unpooling layers is one of the 
effective ways to achieve finer predictions. The approach of Long et al., 
(2015) has similar conclusions. The proposed network performed best 
among other networks with 0.859 mOA and 0.767 mIOU. Interestingly, 
UNet obtained higher mOA (0.820) compared to SegNet (mOA = 0.811). 
However, its mIOU value (0.698) is relatively lower than SegNet 
(0.750). In terms of predictions in different classes, it is obvious that soil 
background class is much more effortless to distinguish for networks due 
to its large colour differences compared to plant classes. All the networks 
achieved above 0.970 IOU values for the soil background class. Weeds 
were more difficult to recognise compared to the maize crop. This is 
mainly because maize crop tends to have similar colour and morpho-
logical characteristics while weeds generally present larger differences 
in terms of size, growth stage and morphology as multiple weed species 
appeared in our study fields. Thus, the network learns well maize crop 
patterns, leading to better performance in classification. Fig. 5 displays 
the prediction of the examples from the test field dataset. The proposed 
network is able to detect small-sized weeds and produces a precise 
segmentation boundary. Moreover, it also performed well in high oc-
clusion examples such as in Fig. 5(b) and (d) (occlusions between weed 
and crop) and in Fig. 5(c) (occlusions between crop and crop). These are 
generally quite challenging images to segment well by using conven-
tional image processing algorithms. In addition, it shows that the model 
performed well under different soil backgrounds and lighting condi-
tions. Therefore, we concluded that the proposed network is very 
capable of weed and crop classification in the early growth stage under 
field conditions, despite the heterogeneous weed patterns. 

3.2. UAV imagery prediction 

In this study, we want to produce a network that could predict both 
aerial images from a UAV platform and field images. To make it work, 
preprocessing was firstly applied to close the differences between field 
images and aerial images. Fig. 6 displays the selected maize field from 
UAV orthomosaic imagery and its ground truth map (GTM). Note that 
this maize field is from a different field where the field images were 
collected, but the maize growth stages are similar (3–4 true full leaves). 
Therefore, the robustness and generalization of the network can be 
tested as well. It can be seen that maize plants are heavily overlapping in 
the vertical direction. Weeds are distributed both in the intra- and inter- 
rows. The detailed results of the networks in this dataset are reported in 
Table 3. It is observed that FCN-8s performed better than FCN-32s and 
FCN-16s which is similar to the field dataset discussed above. The pro-
posed network (0.617), UNet (0.601) and SegNet (0.609) achieved 
better mIOU values than the FCN family with the best mIOU (0.538) 
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achieved by FCN8. However, compared to performance in the field 
dataset, all the corresponding metrics in the networks decreased in the 
UAV dataset. This is mainly because the networks were trained with 
field images alone. Although the preprocessing algorithms were applied, 
trying to close the gap between the two datasets, the resolution and 
object (weed species) differences were still present. The weed/crop 
maps predicted by some of the networks are illustrated in Fig. 7. All the 
networks are able to detect inter- and intra-row weeds. The FCN16 has 
relatively rough prediction results, and weeds are overestimated 
compared to GTM. The proposed network refined the predictions and 
achieved 0.617 mIOU, though it still classified more weed pixels from 
other class pixels. The over-estimated weeds could be acceptable in 
practice as farmers generally prefer a conservative option to treat a 
larger area than really needed to ensure a better crop development 
(Borra-Serrano et al., 2015). 

Based on the predicted weed map from the proposed network, the 
weed stress is visualised in Fig. 8(a). The corresponding spraying pre-
scription map is displayed in Fig. 8(b). The prescription weed map is a 
map that could be used to control nozzles of a spraying boom for SSWM. 
In SSWM, each nozzle is controlled individually instead of broadcast 
spraying by switching on all nozzles. In this case, the ground area in each 
grid of the prescription map (Fig. 8(b)) could be treated differently 
based on the presence of pixels within that grid. From Table 4, we can 
find that 238 out of 504 grids (the total number of grids) are free of 
weeds, saving 47 % herbicides compared to conventional broadcast 
spraying. It would save more with the increase of spraying resolution. As 
illustrated in Table 4, the herbicide saving rate could increase up to 90.9 
% if 10 × 10 spraying resolution (1.78 × 1.78 cm2) is guaranteed. The 
spraying rates based on the prescription map at all three grid sizes are 
slightly higher than those from the GTM. This also indicates the pro-
posed model predicted more weed pixels than the ground truth. With the 
increase of spraying resolution (decrease of grid size), the spraying rate 
difference gap between the prescription map and GTM is becoming 
smaller, from 3.18 % at 100 × 100 grid size to 1.07 % at 10 × 10 grid 
size. Fig. 9 shows the linear relationship (R2 = 0.949) between herbicide 
saving rate and grid size based on GTM and Fig. 10 shows this linear 
relationship (R2 = 0.947) based on the predicted prescription map. The 
two fitted lines have the same trend, showing the negative relationship 
between spraying saving rate and spraying resolution (grid size) under 
the assumption that each nozzle only covers the whole area of the grid 
and without overlapped spraying between two neighbour nozzles. 

3.3. Feature map visualization 

The developed network trained with field images not only works well 
in the test field dataset, but also is capable of predicting classes in the 
remotely sensed UAV images that are never seen by the networks. The 
outputs of the hidden layers in the network are helpful to understand 
how a succession of convolutional layers translate their inputs, and to 
get an intuition about the internal representations for each individual 
convolutional filter. Fig. 11 shows the input image and its feature maps 
at the first (shallow) and 26th (deep) layers. An input image was fed into 

the proposed network. It can be seen that the outputs in the shallow 
layers (Conv1) highlight different areas like vegetation and soil back-
ground independently within the given image. The content (maize and 
weed objects) of images can still be distinguished which indicates that 
the network learns some low-level features such as color, edges, and 
texture in the shallow layers (512 × 512 × 64). There are some feature 
maps highlighting the maize and weed pixels with the red color. It can be 
seen that the vegetation part and soil background are displayed with 
different colors, indicating the shallow layers already extract useful 
features to segment the vegetation including weeds and maize from the 
soil background, but not yet to extract enough features to differentiate 
weed and maize pixels as they show similar color in all feature maps at 
this layer. In the deeper layer (Conv26), because of a series of convo-
lution, and max pooling operations, the spatial information of feature 
maps has been eliminated and it is difficult to interpret what features the 
network learns. The features at this layer (32 × 32 × 512) become more 
abstract. These high-level features are learned but the fine-grained 
features could be lost because of pooling operations. In order to reme-
diate this issue, we, therefore, concatenated former layers to the deeper 
layers in the decoder part. 

4. Discussion 

The results demonstrate the feasibility of using one single deep 
neural network trained with field data to produce a drone-based weed 
map for precision farming. The network achieved satisfactory results 
both for field data and aerial data. The reasons for the good performance 
of our model are as follows. First, the use of the max-pooling layer with 
indices and concatenation in the network largely keeps the spatial in-
formation and fine-grained features in the deep layers, which can 
effectively detect small-sized weeds. Second, the weighted loss function 
solves the problem of imbalanced samples. This means that the network 
treats each class equally during the processing of training. The post- 
processing algorithm (CRFs) can further fine-tune the predicted mask 
such as noisy small object elimination and object boundary correction. 
Most importantly, the preprocessing was applied in the field dataset 
before training to close the gap between the two dataset differences. It is 
difficult and unfair to directly compare the performances with other 
studies as different datasets are used. In previous studies, Kim and Park, 
(2022) developed a two-stage model MTS-CNN for weed and crop 
detection and achieved 0.916 mIOU, slightly lower than the mIOU value 
of 0.92 achieved in (Moazzam et al., 2023). This is higher than our 
proposed network, which achieved mIOU values in our field dataset of 
0.767 and aerial dataset of 0.617. We argue that our testing scenarios are 
more complicated than the previous studies regarding the weed species 
and size. The use of MTS-CNN for weed mapping in aerial images has not 
been explored and validated. The use of synthetic images based on a cut- 
and-paste method and PSPNet network doubled the segmentation per-
formance with a significant increase in the Dice-Sørensen Coefficient 
(DSC) score from 25.32 to 45.20 (Picon et al., 2022). Generative 
adversarial networks (GANs) and more advanced colour balancing 
techniques were suggested to generate more realistic synthetic images to 

Table 2 
Performance of the deep neural networks in the field test dataset.  

Network Soil background Weed Crop Overall 

OA IOU OA IOU OA IOU mOA mIOU 

FCN-32s  0.990  0.972  0.439  0.371  0.819  0.698 0.74.9  0.680 
FCN-16s  0.992  0.973  0.514  0.435  0.799  0.705 0.768  0.704 
FCN-8s  0.993  0.977  0.595  0.514  0.803  0.716 0.797  0.736 
UNet  0.987  0.977  0.689  0.415  0.784  0.703 0.820  0.698 
SegNet  0.993  0.979  0.634  0.534  0.807  0.736 0.811  0.750 
Proposed*  0.954  0.959  0.522  0.401  0.781  0.622 0.752  0.661 
Proposed  0.989  0.979  0.746  0.577  0.841  0.744 0.859  0.767 

*The proposed network was trained using data without the preprocessings shown in Fig. 3. 
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further improve the weed and maize segmentation performance(Picon 
et al., 2022). Jiang et al., 2022 investigated the three Transformer-based 
models (Swin Transformer, SegFormer, and Sgmenter) for multiple 
weed segmentations for grass management. The results show that Seg-
Former achieved the best performance with mOA and IoU values of 
0.752 and 0.657, respectively. Although this transformer-based model 
shows superiority compared with our proposed CNN-based method in 
the ground dataset (mOA = 0.734, IoU = 0.617), it is worth noting that 

this comparison is not based on the same dataset. The accuracy of the 
weed map could be improved by adding labelled aerial images with the 
same semantic objects in the training dataset. Besides, the public open 
datasets can be used, e.g., in field annotation dataset for sugar beet and 
weed segmentation. Chebrolu et al., (2017) published field multi- 
channel image annotation dataset. Sa et al., (2018b) released a large 
sugar beet and weed aerial annotation dataset. With the popularity of 
drone-based remote sensing in precision farming, more available open 

Fig. 5. The semantic segmentation of field examples (a-j) in the test dataset. The first row is original field images. The middle row is ground truth, and the third row 
is prediction results by the proposed network. 
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datasets will become available. Thus, transforming knowledge from 
different datasets is becoming increasingly important to boost the per-
formance of deep neural networks and reduce the labour cost and time 
of labelling of image data. Typically, crop/weed maps are produced by 
using part of training samples in the orthomosaic imagery. This 

procedure inevitably involves manual labelling. Our methodology pro-
vides a new direction for weed mapping with UAVs by utilizing other 
data sources collected with field platforms with the same semantic ob-
jects. There are more publicly available field datasets (Chebrolu et al., 
2017) for weed and crop segmentation, which could allow transferring 

Fig. 6. The remotely sensed maize field from the UAV platform; (a) orthomosaic imagery, (b) the cropped interested field for testing performances of the networks, 
(c) manually labelled ground truth map (GTM). 

Table 3 
Performance of the deep neural networks in the UAV orthomosaic imagery.  

Network Soil background Weed Crop Overall 

OA IOU OA IOU OA IOU mOA mIOU 

FCN-32s  0.760  0.562  0.389  0.169  0.483  0.328  0.544  0.353 
FCN-16s  0.884  0.623  0.397  0.205  0.557  0.375  0.613  0.401 
FCN-8s  0.903  0.767  0.525  0.356  0.608  0.491  0.679  0.538 
UNet  0.935  0.829  0.534  0.402  0.647  0.573  0.705  0.601 
SegNet  0.913  0.811  0.569  0.434  0.667  0.581  0.715  0.609 
Proposed*  0.899  0.659  0.521  0.304  0.612  0.398  0.677  0.454 
Proposed  0.932  0.815  0.582  0.441  0.689  0.596  0.734  0.617 

*The proposed network was trained using data without the preprocessings shown in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 7. The maps predicted from the FCN16 (a), SegNet (b) and the proposed network (c).  
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the learned features in these datasets to predict and map weeds with 
UAVs provided the two datasets share the same semantic objects. 

An entire practical diagram is introduced in Fig. 12. The predicted 

prescription map could be directly integrated with a tractor platform for 
SSWM if georeferenced information is provided. Some industries like 
Croptic (https://www.croptic.ai/) are also working on integrating the 
predicted weed map from a drone platform into conventional condor for 
SSWM. The end goal of our research is to provide tangible benefits to the 
farming community. The georeferencing of the predicted prescription 
maps offers a direct avenue for integration with tractor platforms. This 
allows for real-time SSWM, ensuring that weedicides are applied pre-
cisely where needed, reducing wastage, and ensuring efficient use. In 
practical deployment, it would require RTK-GPS and section control in 
ground-based vehicle such as tractors and condors in order to better 
coordinate the predicted georeferenced weed map from UAV platforms. 
The two fitted lines from GMP (Fig. 9) and the predicted prescription 
map (Fig. 10) are very close, validating the effectiveness of our network 
to produce a weed map from UAVs. It is worth noting the failures in the 
predictions as illustrated in Fig. 13, and it is clear that the weed seed-
lings, especially grass weeds, are difficult objects to segment. Over-
lapping between objects could be another scenario where the network 
does not predict well. In aerial imagery, the lower resolution and heavier 
overlaps could limit the accuracy of weed maps generated from the 

Fig. 8. Weed heatmap in the field (a) and spraying prescription map (b) for SSWM (grid size: 100 × 100 pixels, representing17.8 × 17.8 cm2 in the ground).  

Table 4 
Quantitative results of SSWM based on two weed maps with three different grid 
sizes.  

Map* Free weed 
grids 

Weed 
grids 

Spraying 
rate 

Saving 
rate 

GTM (100 × 100) 254 250  49.60 %  50.40 % 
Prescription Map (100 
× 100) 

238 266  52.78 %  47.22 % 

GTM (50 × 50) 1466 550  27.28 %  72.72 % 
Prescription Map (50 
× 50) 

1429 587  29.12 %  70.88 % 

GTM (10 × 10) 46,771 4080  8.02 %  91.98 % 
Prescription Map (10 
× 10) 

46,230 4621  9.09 %  90.91 % 

*The grid sizes at 100 × 100, 50 × 50, 10 × 10 represent 17.8 × 17.8 cm2, 8.9 ×
8.9 cm2 and 1.78 × 1.78 cm2 ground area, respectively. 

Fig. 9. Fitted linear relationship between saved spraying rate and grid size 
based on the GTM. 

Fig. 10. Fitted linear relationship between saved spraying rate and grid size 
based on the predicted map by the proposed network. 
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Fig. 11. Input image (a) and its feature maps at the first layer (b) and the twenty sixth layer (c).  
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network. Intuitively, flying at a lower height leading to higher resolu-
tions could help. Other potential methods can be considered by using 
more advanced imaging sensors such as multispectral or hyperspectral 
cameras (Gao, Nuyttens, et al., 2018), which could utilize spectral fea-
tures beyond RGB bands. On the other hand, these multispectral data 
typically have lower resolution (1–2 cm versus millimetre level), which 
is again making things more difficult to classify. Also, super-resolution 
imaging, a class of techniques to enhance the resolution of an imaging 
system, is a way to improve the resolution of aerial images and thus 
further close the difference gap (Chen et al., 2022). 

We show the feature learning process of plant objects with feature 
map visualization. The visualization is helpful to understand what the 
deep neural network learns. Moreover, it improves network architecture 
such as model selection and parameter reduction. In Fig. 11(c), we find 
that some feature maps at deep layers displayed in blue colour are not 
activated and can be regarded as redundant features. This means the 
network can be further optimized to improve its architecture. The spe-
cific relationship between the number of reduction parameters and 
visualization results is a meaningful work to quantify interpretable pa-
rameters of deep neural networks (Toda & Okura, 2019). 

The proposed network architecture is similar to U-Net and SegNet, 
but with a higher number of network parameters. While it is true that 
increased parameters may contribute to improved performance, it is not 
the sole factor. The proposed network has been specifically designed to 
handle the challenges of the target task, such as detecting tiny weed 
seedlings in the images. The architecture includes the recorded indices 

in the process of max-pooling, which is known to improve the perfor-
mance of deep neural networks. Additionally, the proposed network has 
been trained on a large and diverse dataset, allowing it to learn robust 
and discriminative features. Therefore, it is likely that the improved 
performance is a combination of the network architecture, training data, 
and other optimization techniques used during training. Future research 
could aim to investigate the relative contributions of each factor to the 
overall performance of the proposed network. 

One important consideration in the application of CRF post- 
processing is its potential effect on computational time. The incorpora-
tion of CRFs introduces an additional computational overhead due to the 
iterative nature of the CRF inference process. The time required for CRF 
post-processing may vary depending on factors such as the size of the 
input images and the complexity of the segmentation task. We observed 
that while there is an increase in processing time (averaged 35.8 ms 
more than no CRF applied), it remains within acceptable limits for 
practical applications in our case for weed mapping without real-time 
processing required. The benefits of improved segmentation quality 
through CRF post-processing outweigh the moderate increase in pro-
cessing time. It is worth noting that the computational resources avail-
able, such as GPU capacity and parallel processing capabilities, can also 
influence the practicality of using CRFs for post-processing. Overall, 
while CRF post-processing introduces a modest increase in computa-
tional time, it is a valuable tool for enhancing segmentation quality, 
especially in scenarios where precise object boundaries are critical. 

Domain adaptation is a method that enables a model to perform well 
on a target domain by learning from a source domain. In the case of our 
study, the source domain is ground-based field images, and the target 
domain is UAV images. Our target domain has no labels, and it is 
difficult to label them accurately due to lower resolution. Our results 
show that our transferable model could effectively learn the features and 
patterns from the source domain (ground image) and apply them to the 
different but related target domain (aerial image) by applying pre-
processings to reduce the differences. We highlight that it is important to 
consider the factor of similarity between the source and target domains 
to ensure the success. Other techniques in domain adaptation such as 
adversarial training, instance re-weighting and domain adaptive 
training could be further explored to improve the performances. 

5. Conclusions 

Deep learning has become increasingly significant in semantic seg-
mentation of UAV-based remote sensing imagery and has shown to be 
powerful to extract multi-level features and find potential patterns from 
a big image dataset. This paper presents a complete pipeline for 

Fig. 12. The pipeline of practical SSWM deployment with our proposed system.  

Fig. 13. Segmentation result of a field image.  
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semantic weed/crop segmentation using deep convolutional neural 
networks. The networks were trained only with field images, and then 
were validated both using field test data and remotely sensed images 
from a UAV platform. The proposed network outperformed in the field 
test dataset, shown in Table 2. For the validation of UAV imagery, we 
first generated an orthomosaic photo from the overlapped aerial images, 
and then used the network to predict cropped subimages from the 
orthomosaic photo. Finally, the predictions of subimages were merged 
to generate crop/weed map. The result in the UAV dataset shows that 
the proposed network still performs best compared to the other net-
works. While our dataset captures a range of conditions regarding weed 
species, occlusion, and outdoor environments, it is limited to a specific 
crop growth stage. Thus, the model’s performance in drastically 
different growth stages remains untested. Our comparative analysis was 
limited to a specific set of models. The performance could vary when 
compared to newer or other relevant models in the field. 

The use of a weighted loss function is a good way to remediate the 
issue of imbalanced classes in the dataset. The weights of each class can 
be quantified with the pixel statistics in the training dataset. Fully 
connected CRFs were used to fine-tune the predictions by the networks. 

We demonstrated that it is feasible to use deep convolutional neural 
networks trained with field data to predict aerial images based on high- 
resolution UAV orthomosaic imagery and field images. The pre-
processing procedure to reduce the dataset differences from two do-
mains is highlighted to ensure the superiority of the proposed network. 
The crop/weed map finally could be produced through our proposed 
pipeline, which opens a new path to generate a workflow for site-specific 
weed management (SSWM) studies. Moreover, the study shows that 
deep learning has the ability to integrate different source data and can 
be used for multi-tasks. Our work can benefit some relevant commu-
nities such as UAV-based remote sensing, precision crop farming and 
agricultural field robots. 
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